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H E A L I N G  F O R  T H E  S O U LH E A L I N G  F O R  T H E  S O U L
A B O U T  M E

A spiritual psychic person of sorts,

Stacee is a mom of seven and a multi-

passionate entrepreneur. She was born

with a diverse array of spiritual gifts

used in her life and business. A gifted

Medical Intuitive and Spiritual Healer,

she can look inside a person's body,

mind, and soul to pinpoint illness,

emotional experiences, and traumas

causing physical, spiritual, or emotional

conditions. 

As the body speaks, she can

understand and convey to her clients

the secret messages of their

birthmarks, the meaning of tattoos,

and the physical features of their

bodies. Uncovering the souls' purpose

is one of her many gifts. Her favorite

 spiritual gift is the ability to speak with

special needs children who cannot

communicate, giving their families

unique insight into their thoughts,

likes, dislikes, and needs. 

With multiple patents under her belt, a

baby product manufacturing company,

she spends most of her time working

on her passion project, Spirit Fluent©,

to help people discover how to heal

their lives, businesses, and bodies. She

uses her unique spiritual and

neurodiverse gifts to teach and think in

revolutionary ways that she hopes

someday will change the world. 



S T A C E E  M A G E E
Psychic  Weirdo ,  Medical  Intui t ive ,  Birthmark Expert

& Spiri tual  Human

135K
TIKTOK

FOLLOWERS
IN THE FIRST 6 MONTHS OF2021

 I am a spiritual human on a journey just like anyone else.

A few years ago, I had a profound spiritual awakening

that changed the course of my life forever. While I had

my spiritual gifts for as long as I can remember, this

reawoke long-suppressed spiritual gifts inside that had

been suppressed for years. I went from running my own

manufacturing business to an ever-evolving spiritual

human just like you. My life has been a road of ups and

downs. One thing I know is that if I can make one person's

life better by knowing me, then I have succeeded. I invite

you to take this journey with me,

A B O U T  M E

A social community app

Media to educate and entertain Spiritual Humans

Education program, mentorship & initiatives through 

      in-person Worldwide events

What is Spirit Fluent?

The objective of Spirit Fluent is to provide a spiritual space in the

online world that cultivates community, trust, and support for all

humans. Our long-term goal is to create a muli-media company

that develops this nurturing environment through Education,

Community, & Collaboration. Long term goals include:

28,670
 WEBSITE HITS

IN THE FIRST 6 MONTHS OF2021

A Gathering Place for Spiritual Humans 

 

"So down to earth

and easy to relate

and understand

messages and

directions to take. I

felt like talking to a

friend..."

"Stacee has

the gift! she

was very much

in tune with

my energy and

gave me the

best healing

advice. I'm

truly amazed

at her

accuracy."

https://www.wix.com/dashboard/ff26bf72-c743-4768-80d5-5323dda24cfd/analytics/reports/5f064c2c-ed38-4f9e-a985-3298ba8071a7?date=this%20year&choose_measure=visitors


My name is Stacee Magee, 
a psychic weirdo and medical intuitive, I was born
with many different spiritual gifts including being able
to see inside people's bodies, minds, and souls, I
have the ability to pinpoint illnesses, traumatic
experiences, and trauma that cause physical,
spiritual, or emotional problems in people. My mission
is to help people discover the hidden messages of
their bodies, explore their souls, and to heal their
bodies. 

Your spiritual journey is about to begin, will
you join me?

  Seen in..Seen in..


